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Abstract

The number and size of datasets abiding by the Linked Data paradigm increase

every day. Discovering links between these datasets is thus central to achieving

the vision behind the Data Web. Declarative Link Discovery (LD) frameworks

rely on complex Link Specification (LS) to express the conditions under which

two resources should be linked. Understanding such LS is not a trivial task for

non-expert users. Particularly when such users are interested in generating LS

to match their needs. Even if the user applies a machine learning algorithm

for the automatic generation of the required LS, the challenge of explaining the

resultant LS persists. Hence, providing explainable LS is the key challenge to

enable users who are unfamiliar with underlying LS technologies to use them

effectively and efficiently. In this paper, we extend our previous work [1] by

proposing a generic multilingual approach that allows verbalization of LS in

many languages, i.e., converts LS into understandable natural language text. In

this work, we ported our LS verbalization framework into German and Spanish,

in addition to English language. Our adequacy and fluency evaluations show

that our approach can generate complete and easily understandable natural

language descriptions even by lay users. Moreover, we devised an experimental
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neural approach for improving the quality of our generated texts. Our neural

approach achieves promising results in terms of BLEU, METEOR and chrF++.

Keywords: Link Discovery, Verbalization, Link Specification, NLP, NLG, Text

Summarization

1. Introduction

With the rapid increase in the number and size of RDF datasets comes the

need to link such datasets. Declarative Link Discovery frameworks rely on com-

plex Link Specification to express the conditions necessary for linking resources

within these datasets. For instance, state-of-the-art LD frameworks such as5

Limes [2] and Silk [3] adopt a property-based computation of links between

entities. For configuring LD frameworks, the user can either (1) manually enter

a LS or (2) use machine learning for automatic generation of LS.

There are a number of machine learning algorithms that can find LS auto-

matically, using either supervised, unsupervised or active learning. For exam-10

ple, the Eagle algorithm [4] is a supervised machine-learning algorithm able to

learn LS using genetic programming. In newer work, the Wombat algorithm [5]

implements a positive-only learning algorithm for automatic LS finding based

on generalization via an upward refinement operator. While LD experts can

easily understand the generated LS from such algorithms, and even modify if15

necessary, most lay users lack the expertise to proficiently interpret those LSs.

In addition, so far these algorithms have been unable to explain the LS they

generate to lay users. Consequently, these users will face difficulty when they

i) assess the correctness of the generated LS, ii) adapt their LS, or iii) choose

in an informed manner between possible interpretations of their input. In this20

paper, we address the readability of LS in terms of natural language. To the

best of our knowledge, this is the first work that shows how to verbalize LS and

targets many languages such as English, German, and Spanish. As a result, our

framework will help people who are unfamiliar with the underlying technology

of LS to understand and update it efficiently. The contributions of this paper25
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are as follows:

1. We propose the first (to the best of our knowledge) multilingual template-

based approach to produce natural text from LS. Our approach is moti-

vated by the pipeline architecture for natural language generation (NLG)

systems performed by systems such as those introduced by Reiter & Dale [6].30

Our evaluations show that our LS verbalization template-based approach

can generate complete and easily understandable natural language de-

scriptions even by lay users.

2. We propose a first version of our neural-based LS verbalization approach

trained by automatically generated verbalization from our template-based35

LS approach. We also identify the challenges that the research community

needs to address to carry out this task.

3. Finally, we propose a multilingual selectivity-based approach to generate

a summarized verbalization of LS.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: First, we introduce our basic40

notation in Section 2. Then we give an overview of our template-based approach

underlying LS verbalization in Section 3. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we explain

document-planner and the tasks carried out in the micro-planner, respectively.

In sections 3.3 and 3.4, we explain the German and Spanish Verbalization and

the modification carried out. In Section 4 we introduce our neural-based LS45

verbalization approach.Subsequently, we introduce our Summarization approach

in Section 5.We then evaluate our approach with respect to the adequacy and

fluency [7] of the natural language representations it generates in Section 6.After

a brief review of related work in Section 7,we conclude our work with some final

remarks in Section 8.50

Throughout the rest of the paper, we use the LS shown in Listing 1 as our

running example. It is generated by the Wombat [5] algorithm to link the

ABT-BUY benchmark dataset from [8], where the source resource x will be linked

to the target resource y if our running example’s LS holds.
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1 OR( jaccard (x.name ,y.name)|0.42 , trigrams (x.name ,y. description ) |0.61)

Listing 1: Running example.

2. Preliminaries55

In the following, we present the core of the formalization and notation nec-

essary to implement our LS verbalization. We first give an overview of the

grammar that underlies LS. Then we describe the notation of LS verbalization.

2.1. Link Specification

The link discovery problem is formally defined as follows: Given an input60

relation ρ (e.g., owl:sameAs), a set of source resources S and a set of target

resources T , the goal of link discovery is to discover the set {(s, t) ∈ S × T :

ρ(s, t)}. Declarative link discovery frameworks define the conditions necessary to

generate such links using LS. Several grammars have been used for describing LS

in previous work [3, 5, 9]. In general, these grammars assume that a LS consists65

of two types of atomic components: similarity measures m, which allow the

comparison of property values of input resources; and operators op that can

be used to combine these similarities to more complex specifications. Without

loss of generality, we define a similarity measure m as a function m : S × T →

[0, 1]. We use mappings M ⊆ S × T to store the results of the application70

of a similarity function to S × T or subsets thereof. We define a filter as a

function f(m, θ). We call a specification atomic LS when it consists of exactly

one filtering function. A complex specification (complex LS) can be obtained by

combining two specifications L1 and L2 through an operator op that allows the

results of L1 and L2 to be merged. Here, we use the operators u, t and \ as they75

are complete and frequently used to define LS [5]. A graphical representation

of our running example’s complex LS from Listing 1 is given in Figure 1.

We define the semantics [[L]]M of a LS L w.r.t. a mapping M as given in

Table 1. The semantics are similar to those used in languages like SPARQL,

i.e., they are defined extensionally through the mappings they generate. The80
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mapping [[L]] of a LS L with respect to S × T contains the links that will be

generated by L.

Figure 1: Our running example complex LS.
The filter nodes are rectangles while the op-
erator node is a circle.

f(Jaccard(:name, :name), 0.42)

f(trigrams(:name, :description), 0.61)
t

Table 1: Link Specification Syntax and Semantics.

LS [[LS]]M

f(m, θ) {(s, t)|(s, t) ∈M ∧m(s, t) ≥ θ}

L1 u L2 {(s, t)|(s, t) ∈ [[L1]]M ∧ (s, t) ∈ [[L2]]M}

L1 t L2 {(s, t)|(s, t) ∈ [[L1]]M ∨ (s, t) ∈ [[L2]]M}

L1\L2 {(s, t)|(s, t) ∈ [[L1]]M ∧ (s, t) /∈ [[L2]]M}

2.2. Link Specification Verbalization

Our definition of the realization function ζ relies on the formalization of the85

LS declared in the previous section. LetA be the set of all atomic LS that can be

combined in a complex LS L. Let CS respectively CT be two sets of constraints

that specify the sets S respectively. T . Let M be a set of similarity measures

and T a set of thresholds. In general, a constraint C is a logical predicate.

Constraints in LS could state, for example, the rdf:type of the elements of the90

set they describe, i.e., C(x) ↔ x rdf:type someClass, or the features that

each element in the set must have, e.g., C(x)↔ (∃y : x someProperty y). Each

s ∈ S must abide by each of the constraints CS
1 . . . C

S
m, while each t ∈ T must

abide by each of the constraints CT
1 . . . CT

k . We call z ∈ A ∪CS∪CT ∪M∪T an

atom. We define the realization function ζ : A∪CS ∪CT ∪M∪T → Language,95

where Language is our target language, and it can be English, German or

Spanish. In turn, this realization function ζ maps each atom to a word or

sequence of words in our target language. Formally, the goals of this paper are

twofold: First, construct the extension of ζ to the entire LS so that all atoms

z can be mapped to their realization ζ(x). Second, manage how these atomic100

realizations can be combined. For the sake of simplicity, we denote the extension

of ζ by the same label ζ. We adopt a rule-based approach to achieve this goal,

where the rule extending ζ to the entire LS is expressed in a conjunctive manner.

This means that for premises P1, . . . , Pn and consequences K1, . . . ,Km we write

P1 ∧ . . . ∧ Pn ⇒ K1 ∧ . . . ∧ Km. The premises and consequences are clarified105
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by using an extension of the Stanford dependencies1. Notably, we build on the

constructs explained in Table 2. For example, dependency between a verb and

its object is represented as dobj(verb, object).

Table 2: Dependencies used by LS verbalization.

Dependency Explanation

amod Represents the adjectival modifier dependency.

For example, amod(ROSE,WHITE) stands for white rose.

dobj Dependency between a verb and its direct object.

For example, dobj(EAT,APPLE) expresses "to eat an/the ap-

ple".

nn The noun compound modifier is used to modify a head noun

by the means of another noun.

For instance, nn(FARMER,JOHN) stands for farmer John.

poss Expresses a possessive dependency between two lexical items.

For example, poss(JOHN,DOG) express John’s dog.

prep_X Stands for the preposition X, where X can be any preposition,

such as via, of, in and between.

subj Relation between subject and verb.

For example, subj(PLAY,JOHN) expresses John plays.

coord Stands for the relation between a conjunct (many conjuncts)

and a given conjunction (in most cases and or or). For example

in the sentence an apple and a pear, coord(PEAR, APPLE)

holds.

We have now introduced all components necessary for defining our ap-

1For a complete description of the vocabulary, see http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/

dependencies_manual.pdf.
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proaches for LS verbalization and summarization. In the next section,we in-110

troduce our template-based approach for LS verbalization. We then use our

template-based approach to generate silver standard verbalization, by which we

train our neural-based LS verbalization approach. We introduce full details of

our neural-based LS verbalization approach in Section 4.

3. Template-based LS verbalization Approach115

Our goal here is to generate a complete and correct natural language repre-

sentation of an arbitrary LS. Our template-based LS verbalization approach is

motivated by the pipeline architecture for Natural Language Generation (NLG)

systems as introduced by Reiter & Dale [6]. The NLG architecture consists of

three main stages: document-planner, micro-planner and surface realizer. Since120

this work is the first step towards the verbalization of LS, our efforts will be

focused on document-planner (as explained in Section 3.1) with an overview of

the tasks carried out in the micro-planner (Section 3.2). The surface realizer is

used to create the output text.

3.1. Document-Planner125

The document-planner consists of the content determination process to cre-

ate messages and the document structuring process that combines those mes-

sages. We focus on document structuring to create independently verbalizable

messages from the input LS and to decide on their order and structure. These

messages are used for representing information. This part is carried out in the130

preprocessing and processing steps.

3.1.1. Preprocessing

The goal of the preprocessing step is to extract the central information of

LS. This step mainly relies on the atomic LS where the necessary information

can be extracted. The input for this step is the atomic LS while the output is135

the realization of each individual part of it. To this end, we break down the

atomic LS into its individual parts:
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• ps property of the source resources s ∈ S,

• pt property of the target resources t ∈ T ,

• similarity threshold θ and140

• similarity measure m.

The first property ps comes from dataset S (source) and the second property pt

comes from dataset T (target). For example, ps = label while pt = name that

means we have a pair of properties (ps, pt)=(label, name). After that, on each

part of the atomic LS we apply the dependency rule introduced in Table 1. We145

start with the realization of similarity measure m (e.g. jaccard as stated in our

running example in Listing 1) as follows:

1. ζ(m) ⇒ nn(m,similarity)

Now we can combine ζ(m) and ζ(θ).

2. ζ(m,θ) = ζ(m)∧ ζ(θ) ⇒ prep_of(ζ(θ),ζ(m))150

Furthermore, if θ equals 1, we replace its value by “exact match” and in cases

where θ is equal to 0, we replace it by “complete mismatch”. Otherwise, we keep

the θ value (e.g., in the case of our running example). Regarding the properties

ps and pt, we move the explanation into the processing step since they play

an important role in the construction of a subject to be used later in sentence155

building.

3.1.2. Processing

In this step, we aim to map all atoms z into their realization function ζ(z)

and to define how these atomic realizations are to be combined. The input for

this step is the LS and the output is the verbalization of the LS at hand. Given160

our formalization of LS in Section 2.1, any LS is a binary tree, where the root

of the tree is an operator op and each of its two branches are LSs. Therefore,

we recursively in-order apply our processing step at the LS tree at hand. As the

complete verbalization of an atomic LS mainly depends on the properties ps and
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pt, we distinguish two cases here: the first case where ps and pt are equal, so165

we only need to verbalize ps. In this case, the realization function of an atomic

LS a ∈ A is constructed as follows:

3. ζ(a)⇒subj(have,nn(prep_of(ζ(ps), ζ(source and target)),

ζ(resources)))∧ dobj(have,ζ(m,θ))

The second case is where ps and pt are not equal. Here, both properties need170

to be verbalized as follows:

4. ζ(ps,pt)⇒ ζ(ps) ∧ ζ(pt)

3.2. Micro-Planer

The micro-planner is divided into three processes: lexicalization, referring

expression generation, and aggregation. We explain each process in the follow-175

ing.

3.2.1. Lexicalization

Within the lexicalization process, we decide what specific words should be

used to express the content. In particular, we choose the actual nouns, verbs,

adjectives, and adverbs to appear in the text from a lexicon. Also, we decide180

which particular syntactic structures to use, for example, whether to use the

phrase the name of the resource or resource’s name.

5. ζ(ps)⇒ prep_of( poss(ζ(resource), ps),ζ(source))

6. ζ(pt)⇒ prep_of( poss(ζ(resource), pt),ζ(target))

7. ζ(a)⇒ subj(have,ζ(ps,pt))∧ dobj(have,ζ(m,θ))185

Applying preprocessing and processing steps followed by the Lexicalization step

on our running example from Listing 1 generates the following verbalization:

The name of source and target resources has a 42% of Jaccard similarity

or the resource’s name of the source and the resource’s description

of the target have a 61% of Trigrams similarity. Note that our run-190

ning example contains both cases.
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1 OR( jaccard (x.name ,y.name)|0.42 , qgrams (x.name ,y.name) |0.61)

Listing 2: Grouping example.

3.2.2. Referring expression generation

Here we carry out the task of deciding which expressions should be used to

refer to entities. Considering the example, the source and the target have

a resource’s name and they have a 45% of Jaccard similarity, they is195

referring to the expression the source and the target. However, we avoid

such a construction in our verbalization because we aim to generate a simple

yet readable text that contains the central information of the LS at hand.

3.2.3. Aggregation

The goal of aggregation in NLG is to avoid duplicating information that has200

already been presented. In our LS verbalization, we mainly focus on the subject

collapsing, defined in [10] as the process of “collecting clauses with common

elements and then collapsing the common elements”. Formally, we define subject

subj(vi, si) as si, object dobj(vi, oi) as oi

8. ζ(s1)= ζ(s2)=...=ζ(sn)⇒ subj(v1,s1)∧ dobj(v1, coord(o1,o2,...,on))205

In Listing 2, we present a second example LS where grouping is applicable.

The original verbalization of LS from Listing 2 is: The name of source and

target resources has a 42% of Jaccard similarity or the name of source

and target resources has a 61% of Qgrams similarity. And after ap-

plying grouping, our verbalization will become more compact as follows: The210

name of source and target resources has a 42% of Jaccard similarity

or a 61% of Qgrams similarity.

3.3. German Verbalization

In regard to the German language, we make use of the genitive case in-

stead of using possessive case since it is widely used in the German language.215

For instance, the words "Name" and "Datenquelle" will be verbalized into
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"Namens der Datenquelle". We generated German text using the implemen-

tation of [11].

Considering the complexity of the German language, our running example

from Listing 1 will be converted into "Name von der Datenquelle und dem220

Datenziel Ressourcen hat 42% einer Jaccards Ähnlichkeit oder die Ressource

Namens der Datenquelle und die Ressource Descriptions des Datenziels

haben 61% einer Trigramss Ähnlichkeit". The same LS can be verblized in

German as follows: "der Link passiert, wenn Name von der Datenquelle

und dem Datenziel Ressourcen 42% einer Jaccards Ähnlichkeit hat oder225

der Link passiert, wenn die Ressource Namens der Datenquelle und die

Ressource Descriptions des Datenziels 61% einer Trigramss Ähnlichkeit

haben". This is due to the fact that there are many possible word orders for the

same sentence in German. However, the position of the verb should be changed

according to the way of ordering the words. For instance, in the first verbaliza-230

tion the verb "hat" in the middle of the sentence, while in the second verbaliza-

tion after changing the order of words, the verb "hat" moved to the end of the

sentence. From a surface realisation perspective, many inflection rules make the

German language more complex than English. While table look-ups for inflected

forms can be performed reasonably in the English language, it is not feasible for235

German. The German language has "ein" and "eine" as indefinite articles and

"das, der" and "die" as definite articles, whereas in the English language the

as definite article and a/an as indefinite articles satisfy. Accordingly, all articles

and pronouns must be inflected according to gender, number, person and gram-

matical case (nominative, genitive, dative, accusative) resulting in more article240

forms, for instance for indefinite articles in “einen”, “einem”,“einer”, and

“eines”. E.g., "die Ressource Descriptions des Datenziels 61% einer

Trigramss Ähnlichkeit", where indefinite article "eine" changed to "einer"

obeying the grammar of genitive case. This can be seen for definite arti-

cles as well. For example, "die Ressource Descriptions des Datenziels"245

is inflection for the noun "das Datenziel" in genitive case (i.e. "... des

Datenziels" )
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3.4. Spanish Verbalization

For the verbalization in the Spanish language, we rely on the implementation

proposed in [12], in which the authors extended the bilingual English-French250

SimpleNLG-EnFr realizer. The Spanish realizer is named SimpleNLG-ES. In

SimpleNLG-EnFr, English and French share most of the basic framework, such

as document elements and some grammar rules which are common for both

English and Spanish. The Spanish language is not rich in terms of morphology

rules compare to other close languages. There are two main contractions be-255

tween the prepositions "a" and "de", and the masculine singular determinant

"el" that are always used as follows: "a el"→ "al"meaning to the, and the

second case is "de el"→ "del" meaning of the. As a result, SimpleNLG-ES

provides only support for "al" and "del" .

The verbalization in Spanish was adapted in a straightforward manner. In260

our running example in Listing 1, the Spanish verbalization was generated as fol-

lows: "El enlace será generado se La propiedad "name" de la fuente

y los recursos de destino tiene un 42% de Jaccard similitud o el recurso

name de la fuente y el recurso description de destino tiene un 61%

de Trigrams similitud".265

4. Neural-based LS Verbalization Approach

To improve our verbalization module quality, we devised a neural approach

that relies on standard sequence-to-sequence [13] models for generating text.

It is well known that neural models require a considerable amount of training

data to achieve good performance [14]. However, to the best of our knowledge,270

our work is the pioneer in generating verbalization, i.e., explanations in natural

language from link specifications data. Therefore, there is a lack of training

data for this task. Thus, our neural approach’s intuition was to train the neural

network on the texts generated by our template-based approach (Section 3). Us-

ing our template-based approach, we create parallel training data, the source is275

composed of the link specifications, and the target refers to the natural language
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sentences. Every link specification is aligned to one natural language sentence.

We generated 35, 000 parallel data. Our neural architecture is a bidirectional

RNN-LSTM 2-layer encoder-decoder model with an attention mechanism [15].

The training uses a batch size of 32 and the stochastic gradient descent with280

an initial learning rate of 0.0002. We set a source and target word embeddings

size of 500, and hidden layers to size 500, dropout = 0.3 (naïve). We used a

maximum sentence length of 80, a vocabulary of 50, 000 words, and a beam size

of 5.

5. Selectivity-based LS Summarization Approach285

We define the selectivity score of a sub-LS Ls ∈ L as a function σ(L) that

returns the the F-Measure achieved by the mapping [[Ls]] of Ls by considering

the mapping [[L]] generated by the original LS L as its reference mapping.

We propose a sentence-scoring-based LS summarization approach. The basic

idea behind our summarization approach is to simplify the original LS tree by290

pruning LS sub-trees that achieve the minimum selectivity score, i.e., keep the

information loss minimum. Given an input LS Li, our summarization approach

first generates an ordered list L of simplified LSs of Li, where L is ordered by the

selective score of each of its elements in descending order. This step is carried

out by iteratively pruning the sub-tree of Li with the minimum selectivity score.295

In cases where a summarization threshold τ ∈ [0, 1] is given, the out-

put of our summarization algorithm will be generated by applying our LS

verbalization approach to the LS L ∈ L with the highest selectivity score

σ(L) ≤ τ . Otherwise, the output of our summarization approach will be a

list of the verbalization of the whole list L. For instance, assume we have300

the LS OR(jaccard(x.name,y.name)|0.45, qgrams(x.name,y.name)|0.67),

from which our summarization approach generates the ordered list L = {L1, L2},

where L1 = (jaccard(x.name,y.name)|0.45) and L2 = (qgrams(x.name,

y.name)|0.67). Accordingly, we compute the scores of σ(L1) = 0.8 and σ(L2) =

0.6. Assume we have the summarization threshold τ = 0.9. Our approach will305
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thus verbalize the link specification L1 with highest selectivity score σ(L) ≤ τ .

6. Evaluation

We evaluated our approaches for LS verbalization and summarization in

order to elucidate the following questions:

Q1: Does the LS verbalization help the user to better understand the condi-310

tions sufficient to link the resources in comparison to the original LS?

Q2: How fluent is the generated LS verbalization? I.e., how good is the natural

language description of the LS verbalization in terms of comprehensibility

and readability?

Q3: How adequate is the generated LS verbalization? I.e., how well does the315

verbalization capture the meaning of the underlying LS?

Q4: How much information do we lose by applying our summarization ap-

proach?

6.1. Experimental Setup

To answer the first three questions, we conducted a user study to evaluate320

our LS verbalization. We used our approach to verbalize a set of five LSs

automatically generated by the Eagle algorithm [9] for the benchmark datasets

of Amazon-GP, ABT-BUY, DBLP-ACM, and DBLP-Scholar from [8]. Our user study

consists of four tasks, and each task consists of five multiple choice questions2.

Altogether, we have a group of 18 participants in our user study from the DICE3
325

and AKSW4 research groups. In the following, we explain each task:

2The survey interface for English can be accessed at https://umfragen.uni-paderborn.

de/index.php/186916?lang=en
3https://dice-research.org/
4http://aksw.org/About.html
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Task 1: This task consists of five identical sub-tasks. For each, we present the

survey participant a LS and three pairs of source and target resources rep-

resented by their respective concise bounded descriptions (CBD)5 graph.

These pairs are matched based on the provided LS with different degrees of330

confidence. To this end, the participant is asked to find the best matched

pair, and we measure the response time for each participant.

Task 2: This task also consists of five identical sub-tasks. We again follow the same

process in Task 1 of presenting the participant with the CBDs of matched

resources, but this time we give the survey participant the verbalization335

of the LSs. Again, we record the response time of each participant.

Task 3: Within this task, a survey participant is asked to judge the fluency of

the provided verbalization. Here, we follow the machine translation stan-

dard introduced in [7]. Fluency captures how good the natural language

description is, in terms of comprehensibility and readability, according340

to the following six ratings: (6) Perfectly clear and natural; (5) Sounds

a bit artificial, but is clearly comprehensible (may contain minor gram-

matical flaws); (4) Sounds very artificial, but is understandable (although

may contain significant grammatical flaws); (3) Barely comprehensible,

but can be understood with some effort; (2) Only a loose and incom-345

plete understanding of the meaning can be obtained, and (1) Completely

incomprehensible.

Task 4: In this task, we provide a survey participant with a LS and its verbaliza-

tion. They are then asked to judge the adequacy of the verbalization. Here

we follow the machine translation standard from [7]. Adequacy addresses350

how well the verbalization captures the meaning of the LS, according to

the following six ratings: (6) Perfect; (5) Mostly correct, although maybe

some expressions don’t match the concepts very well; (4) Close, but some

information is missing or incorrect; (3) There is significant information

5https://www.w3.org/Submission/CBD/
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missing or incorrect; (2) Natural Language (NL) description and LS are355

only loosely connected; and (1) NL description and LS are in no conceiv-

able way related.

For answering the last question, we conducted an experiment on the bench-

mark datasets from [8]. We ran the supervised version of the Wombat algorithm

to generate an automatic LS for each dataset. We again used [5] to configure360

Wombat. Afterwards, we applied our summarization algorithm to each of the

generated LSs. Because of the space limitation, we present only the verbaliza-

tion of the original LS (the ones generated by Wombat) as well as the first

summarization of it for the Amazon-GP and DBLP-Scholar datasets in Table 3.

The complete results are available on the project website6. For evaluating the365

verbalization of German, we reformulate the same 4 Tasks but the participants

were only 8 participants. The survey can be accessed via 7. To evaluate our

verbalization approach for Spanish, we conducted a survey similar to the ones

created for English and German; however, we have only two experts in Link

Discovery who can speak Spanish.370

6.2. Results and Discussion of English Language Verbalization

After collecting all the responses from our user study, we filtered out those

survey participants who were unlikely to have thoroughly executed the survey

(i.e., the ones who took notably less time than the average response time of all

other participants) or who were likely distracted while executing it (i.e., the ones375

who took notably more time than the average time of all other participants).

This process reduced the number of valid participants to 16. Our final accepted

time window was 3.5 − 38 minutes for Tasks 1 & 2. Accordingly, we start our

evaluation by comparing the user time required to find the best matched source-

target pair using LS (Task 1 ) against using the verbalization of the provided380

6https://bit.ly/2XKDpKZ
7The survey for German language verbalizationhttps://umfragen.uni-paderborn.de/

index.php/288119?lang=en
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LS (Task 2 ).

As shown in Figure 2, the average user response time with LS verbalization

is less than the response times for LS in the 5 LSs in our user study. On average,

using verbalization is 36% faster than using LS. Additionally, we also compared

the error rates of participants in Tasks 1 & 2, i.e. the number of incorrect385

answers per question. As shown in Figure 3, we have a higher error rate using

verbalization (5% mean squared error) than when using LS. These results show

that using LS verbalization decreases the average response time, which is an

indicator that our participants were able to better understand underlying LS

using verbalization. Still, using the LS verbalization does not always lead our390

participants to select the correct answer. This is due to the complexity involved

in the underlying LSs, which leads to verbalization that is too long. This answers

Q1. Using our simplification approach on the same LS verbalization leads our

participants to achieve better results.

The results of Task 3 (see Figure 4) show that the majority of the generated395

verbalizations (i.e., the natural language descriptions) were fluent. In particular,

87% of the cases achieved a rating of 3 or higher. On average, the fluency of

the natural language descriptions is 4.7± 0.4. This answers Q2.

For Task 4, the average adequacy rating of our verbalization was 4.75± 0.6

(see Figure 5), which we consider to be a positive result. In particular, 40%400

of all verbalizations were judged to be perfectly adequate and 83% of the cases

achieved a rating of 3 or higher. This answers Q3.

As we can see in Table 3, applying our summurization approach reduces

the verbalization of the original LS to more that half of its original size. At

most, our summarization approach loses an F-Measure of 12% of the original405

description, which we consider a fair price given the high summarization rate.

This clearly answers our last question.

6.3. Results and Discussion of German Language Verbalization

As shown in Figure 6, the average user response time with LS verbalization is

less than the ones for LS in 80% of the LSs used in our users study. On average,410
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Figure 2: Average response time of our user study for English language.
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Figure 3: Correct answers of our user study for English language.

using verbalization is 16% faster than using LS. In addition, we measured the

error rates of participants in Tasks 1 & 2, i.e. the number of incorrect answers

per question. Since there are fewer participants, we did not filter out any survey

participants, for instance those who are unlikely to have executed the survey

in a thorough manner (i.e., the ones who might take clearly less time than the415

average response time of all other participants) or who are likely distracted while

running it (i.e., the ones who might spend notably more time than the average
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Table 3: Verbalization of different summarization of a LS for the DBLP-SCHOLAR and Amazon-GP dataset
with respective F-measures in the English langauge

Dataset F Verbalization

DBLP-SCHOLAR 1 The link will be generated if the title of the source and the target

resources has a 66% of Cosine similarity

Amazon-GP 1 The link will be generated if the resource’s title of the source and

the resource’s name of the target has a 48% of Cosine similarity or the

description of the source and the target resources has a 43% of Cosine

similarity or the resource’s title of the source and the resource’s

description of the target has a 43% of Jaccard similarity

Amazon-GP 0.97 The link will be generated if the resource’s title of the source and the

resource’s name of the target has a 48% of Cosine similarity
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Figure 4: Fluency results for the English language.

time of all other participants). As shown in Figure 7, using verbalization we

have a higher error rate (1.6% mean squared error) than when using LS. These

results indicate that our participants were able to better understand underlying420

LS using verbalization. However, using the LS verbalization does not always

lead our participants to select the correct answer. This is due to the fact that

the underlying LSs are very complex, which makes the verbalization too long.

This answers Q1.

For Task 3 (see Figure 8), the results show that the bulk of the generated425
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Figure 5: Adequacy results for the English language.

verbalizations (i.e., the natural language text) was fluent. In particular, 90% of

the cases achieved a rating of 3 or higher. The average fluency of the natural

language descriptions is 4.3± 0.06. This answers Q2.

The results of Task 4 show that the average adequacy rating of our ver-

balization is 4.8 ± 0.52 (see Figure 9), which we recognize as a positive result.430

Precisely, 42.5% of all verbalizations were judged to be perfectly adequate and

92.5% of the cases achieved a rating of 3 or higher. This answers Q3. In general,

the verbalization for the German language is more difficult compared to English

or Spanish because of the natural difficulty of the German language itself; how-

ever our approach is able to generate text with an average adequacy rating of435

4.8± 0.52 and the average of the fluency is 4.3± 0.06.

To answer the last question Q4, in Table 4 we can see that applying our sum-

murization approach on the German language that can reduce the verbalization

of the original LS to more than half of its original size. An F-Measure of 12%

of the original description which is at the biggest loses of our summarization440

approach. We consider a fair cost given the high summarization rate. Table 5

shows the results of summarization applied to the Spanish language. From our

summarization results, we can conclude that our summarization approach works

independently from the language.
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Figure 6: Average response time of our user study for the German language.
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Figure 7: Correct answers of our user study for the German language.

6.4. Results and Discussion of Neural-based Verbalization445

As no previous work (to the best of our knowledge) investigated the gener-

ation of natural language from link specifications, our goal was to identify the

challenges for this new line of research. We reckon that the training data is a

silver standard because it was not peer-reviewed manually before creating the

test data. However, it provided many insights and challenges that the research450

community needs to address to address this task. Table 6 displays the results
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Figure 8: Fluency results for the German language.
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Figure 9: Adequacy results for German language.

of our model in the automatic evaluation standard metrics, BLEU, METEOR,

and chrf++.

The results of the automatic metrics show that our model was capable of

generating fluent texts. However, we looked more in depth at the generated455

texts and investigated the sentences manually. We perceived that some met-

rics such as JaroWinkler and Ngram were rarely verbalized, while Jaccard and

Levenstein were generated frequently as they appear several times on the train-
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Table 4: Summarization of a LS for the DBLP-SCHOLAR and Amazon-GP datasets together with respective
F-measures in German language.

Dataset F Verbalization

DBLP-SCHOLAR 1 "Der Link passiert, wenn Title von der Datenquelle und dem Datenziel

Ressourcen 66% einer Cosines Ähnlichkeit hat oder der Link passiert,

wenn die Ressource Titles der Datenquelle und die Ressource Authorss des

Datenziels 43% einer Jaccards Ähnlichkeit haben oder der Link passiert,

wenn die Ressource Authorss der Datenquelle und die Ressource Titles des

Datenziels 43% einer Trigrams Ähnlichkeit hat"

DBLP-SCHOLAR 0.88 "Der Link passiert, wenn Title von der Datenquelle und dem Datenziel

Ressourcen 66% einer Cosines Ähnlichkeit hat"

Amazon-GP 1 Der Link passiert, wenn die Ressource Titles der Datenquelle und die

Ressource Namens des Datenziels 48% einer Cosines Ähnlichkeit haben

oder der Link passiert, wenn Description von der Datenquelle und dem

Datenziel Ressourcen 43% einer Cosines Ähnlichkeit hat oder der Link

passiert, wenn die Ressource Titles der Datenquelle und die Ressource

Descriptions des Datenziels 43% einer Jaccards Ähnlichkeit hat

Amazon-GP 0.97 Der Link passiert, wenn die Ressource Titles der Datenquelle und die

Ressource Namens des Datenziels 48% einer Cosines Ähnlichkeit haben

ing data. This shows the need to generate diverse training data with a balanced

distribution of tokens for training the neural models.460

Additionally, the target side’s vocabulary was small, with only 48 different

tokens, while the source side, which is regarded as the link specification, contains

10, 000 different tokens. Therefore, we envisage that the text generation for link

specification is regarded as a low-resource translation problem. Thus we can

apply well-known Machine Translation (MT) strategies for dealing with the data465

sparsity problem in future work such as Byte-per-encoding (BPE) [16] and copy-

mechanism [17]. Copy-mechanism tries to substitute the Out-of-vocabulary

(OOV) words with target words that have the highest attention weight according

to their source words. When the words are not found, it copies the source words

to the position of the not-found target word. BPE is a form of data compression470

that iteratively replaces the most frequent pair of bytes in a sequence with a

single, unused byte.
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Table 5: Summarization of a LS for the DBLP-SCHOLAR and Amazon-GP datasets together with respective
F-measures in the Spanish language.

Dataset F Verbalization

DBLP-SCHOLAR 1 "El enlace será generado se La propiedad title de la fuente y los

recursos de destino tiene un 66% de Cosine similitud o el recurso title

de la fuente y el recurso authors de destino tiene un 43% de Jaccard

similitud o el recurso authors de la fuente y el recurso title de

destino tiene un 43% de Trigram similitud"

DBLP-SCHOLAR 0.88 "El enlace será generado se La propiedad title de la fuente y los

recursos de destino tiene un 66% de Cosine similitud"

Amazon-GP 1 El enlace será generado se el recurso title de la fuente y el recurso

name de destino tiene un 48% de Cosine similitud o La propiedad

description de la fuente y los recursos de destino tiene un 43%

de Cosine similitud o el recurso title de la fuente y el recurso

description de destino tiene un 43% de Jaccard similitud

Amazon-GP 0.97 El enlace será generado se el recurso title de la fuente y el recurso

name de destino tiene un 48% de Cosine similitud

Table 6: Results of BLEU, METEOR and chrf++

Model BLEU METEOR chrf++

LSNeural 32.05 23.41 43.38

7. Related work

While we believe that this is the first work that shows how to verbalize

LS, related work comes from three research areas: declarative link discovery475

approaches, verbalization of Semantic data, and text summarization.

Declarative Link Discovery frameworks rely on complex LS to express the

conditions necessary for linking resources within RDF datasets. For instance,

state-of-the-art LD frameworks, such as Limes [2] and Silk [3], adopt a property-

based computation of links between entities. All such frameworks enable their480

users to manually write LS and execute it against source-target resources. In re-

cent years, the problem of using machine learning for the automatic generation

of accurate LS has been addressed by most of the link discovery frameworks.
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For example, the Silk framework [3] implements a batch learning approach for

the discovery LS based on genetic programming, which is similar to the ap-485

proach presented in [18]. For the Limes framework, the Raven algorithm [19]

is an active learning approach that treats the discovery of specifications as a

classification problem. In RAVEN, the discovery of LS is done by first finding

class and property mappings between knowledge bases automatically. It then

uses these mappings to compute linear and boolean classifiers that can be used490

as LS. Eagle [9] has addressed the readability of LS alongside accuracy and

efficiency. However, the generated LS is still expressed in a declarative manner.

Recently, the Wombat algorithm [5] has implemented a machine leaning algo-

rithm for automatic LS finding by using generalization via an upward refinement

operator.495

With the recent demand on new explainable machine learning approaches

comes the need for the verbalization of semantic data involved within such ap-

proaches. For example, [20] expands on an approach for converting RDF triples

into Polish. The authors of [21] espouse a reliance on the Linked Data Web

being created by reversing engineered structured data into natural language.500

In their work [22], the same authors show how this approach can be used to

produce text out of RDF triples. Yet another work, [23], generated natural lan-

guage out of RDF by depending on the BOA framework [24, 25] to compute the

trustworthiness of RDF triples using the Web as background knowledge. Other

approaches and concepts for verbalizing RDF include [26] and [27]. Moreover,505

approaches to verbalizing first-order logics [28] are currently being devised. In

very recent work [29], the authors have addressed the limitations of adapting

rule-based approaches to generate text from semantic data by proposing a sta-

tistical model for NLG using neural networks.

The second part of our approach is the summarization of LS, which is related510

to work in the area of text summarization with a focus on sentence scoring tech-

niques. The work [30] surveys many sentence scoring techniques. Furthermore,

the survey [31] addresses many text summarization methods. However, in our

summarization technique the summarization score is user-defined.
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8. Conclusions and Future Work515

In this paper, we extend our previous work [1] by introducing a multilingual

template-based approach for verbalizing LS. Our approach produces both a di-

rect literal verbalization of the content of the LS and a more natural aggregated

version of the same content. We presented the key steps of our approach and

evaluated it with a user study in the English, Spanish and German languages.520

Our evaluation shows that the verbalization generated by our approach is both

complete and easily understandable. Our approach not only accelerates the un-

derstanding of LS by expert users but also enables non-expert users to under-

stand the content of LS. However, our evaluation shows that when the LS is more

complex and contains different operators, the fluency of our approach decreases.525

We also introduce the first version of a neural-based LS verbalization approach

trained by automatically generated verbalization from our template-based LS

approach. In addition, we summarize the produced multilingual verbalization

using selectivity-based LS summarization approach.

In future work, we will improve upon our verbalization in such a way that530

further increases the fluency without altering the rule underlying LS. Moreover,

we will devise a consistency checking algorithm to improve the correctness of the

natural language generated by our approach. We will also extend our current

neural network approach by addressing the challenges that we identified in our

current version. By addressing such challenges, we envisage that the quality535

of the generated texts for both verbalization and summarization will improve

substantially.
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